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of appropriate platform for such sharing. As a
consequence, it is not easy to find information
regarding books, journals, magazines or other
documents especially when we are in a dire need
for that information, and we are sure that someone
in the department has it. It is just that we are not
sure who has it. Also, it is surely not practical to
call each and every lecturers in the department to
find out!

ABSTRACT
Realising the difficulties in information sharing
among the academicians, this paper introduces an
alternative information sharing model supporting
information management features. The model is
designed in an attempt to facilitate information
distribution and information sharing at minimum
effort and cost. A centralised database approach is
used in the model enabling any educator in the
higher learning institution to participate and
manage the database, conceptualizing that the
database is their very own ‘personal library’. This
model is then implemented in an application given
a persona name ViRepo –-a web-based internal
virtual repository. The process of analysing,
designing, and implementing the model into ViRepo
is sufficiently reported in this paper. ViRepo proved
that the model, in actual fact, allows information
access,
information
sharing,
information
management, partnership enhancement, and allows
an utmost repository control by each and every
participating educator.

In our 15-year experience working as lecturers in a
university, we found that it is taxing to find and
share information relating to T&L and R&D
materials which are stored in the educator’s
collection because no one knows for sure what type
of materials are in their colleague’s collection. In
some cases, even the educator himself is unaware
of what his collection contains (Welsh, 2002;
Paganelli, Pettenati, 2005). This condition is a
hindrance to information sharing, which could
subsequently create a barrier for collaboration in
related fields.
1.1
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1.0

Motivations and objectives

The fact that information sharing is one of the
major problem among educators (Welsh, 1987,
2002; Eckel, 2005), we propose an alternative
model for information and knowledge sharing in
this paper. The model involves educators in a
university as subjects and the test domain. Based on
the model we further design and implement ViRepo,
a prototype of a virtual library that support
information sharing and collaboration, specifically
for identifying and locating materials that was
previously ‘hidden’ in the lectures’ room.

INTRODUCTION

Every educator in schools or universities posess
collections of books, journals, articles, proceedings,
theses, and other documents. They can be in printed
or electronic form. These documents are used for
teaching and learning (T&L) as well as research
and development (R&D) activities. It is fair to said
that they actually own a personal library in their
work space or in their office. However, the
information regarding the collection in their ‘very
own library’ is not recorded anywhere, making it
extremely difficult to find out what they have/ do
not have in their collection, let alone to share the
information or the material among them.

In particular, we target to (1) compare and analyse a
few architecture of virtual libraries known to be
efficient, i.e. able to perform its main function at a
reasonable speed and minimum effort; (2) create an
active information sharing model within the scope
of a virtual library; (3) incorporate typical features
of a virtual library into the model created; (4)
collect collection information from lecturers in one
of the faculty (Faculty of IT- FTM) in Universiti
Utara Malaysia (UUM); (5) design a centralized

Studies carried out by Welsh (1987, 2002) verified
that educators are more than willing to share their
collection but are not able to do so due to the short
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However, these libraries are the ‘sole-control’ kind
of library, i.e. owned and managed by the designer
and the webmaster if it is the on-line type of library.
The control is not shifted to the owner of the
collection but stay put on the owner of the
repository. We regard this model as outdated
because it is authoritative, making the owner of the
collection left without any hold over their own
collection. The owner are regarded as having the
same status as the ordinary users (viewer), where
they can only perform routine activities of
searching, checking, scheduling, sorting, and
printing without any ‘power’ to edit, add, delete,
and other activities that involve changing the entry
in the database.

database to store information about the collection
owns lecturers in FTM; (6) design an engine for the
small scale virtual repository prototype using the
architecture, model, typical features, document
information, and the database as stipulated in
objective 1 to 5 above; (7) build a user interface for
the said prototype.
1.2

The scope and benefit of the study

Objectives 1-7 above was achieved within the
scope of computer networking in FTM that is
utilized by the lecturers involved in this study. As
for the scope of the database, we limit the record
size of 100,000 records. We assume the amount is
adequate since FTM has 80 active staff, and it is
estimated that each staff on average possess 1000
items. Our information sharing model is based on a
unit database model, assuming a lecturer as a unit
and the department as the whole community. As for
the prototype, it is an on-line web-based application
equipped with a web-engine to process data from
users (lecturers who perform the search),
webmaster (the administrator), and the information
provider (the lecturers who are also the owner of
the collection).

However, their model for information design
(called GDRC model) is useful because it also
answer similar questions that we are trying to
address namely, what is the main message we want
to share? Which medium we want to use? What
resource are we to use? Who are the main endusers? How can information be presented for this
purpose? And how does the model on information
design facilitate this? (The WWW Virtual Library,
2010).

We propose this model in an attempt to save effort
and cost of information sharing. This model is
unique as it involves the development of a virtual
repository where lecturers become the contributor,
the user, as well as the owner of the repository.
Such a repository enables a systematic information
sharing as long as each user keeps the database
updated.

We also consider (www.wikipedia.com) as one of
the different model to be compared with. Wiki’s
model, however, does not give each and every user
a similar vision in terms of structure and types of
content. Without something that can push the
structure as a focus, then it will not support the
development of users’ mental and conceptual
model, which in turn will cause difficulty in
performing functions available within Wiki.
However, it is still too early to compare the ViRepo
model with Wiki because of the size of records
within Wiki and ViRepo is extremely different.
Wiki’s database is gigantic in terms of volume,
whereas ViRepo is still small. Certain models work
best for small database, while some others work
efficiently with large database, and not so useful for
small database.

A lecturer can become a participant, a manager, and
also an owner for the virtual library which in turn
offer another benefit in terms of information access,
sharing, and management. Also, each user will
obtain a better picture about the overall collection’s
field, possession status, and type (printed or
electronic), which in turns reflects the owner’s
interest and field of research. This information
contributes towards generating a better network
between senior and junior lecturers, increase
collaboration and teamwork. At the same time, the
owner still maintain full control and possession
towards their collection in their work space/room.

3.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT METHOD
Three repository models are compared in order to
decide on ViRepo model. We compare and examine
hermeneutically the following models: honeybee
information sharing model (Walker, 2003),
Paganelli and Pettenati model (Paganelli &
Pettenati, 2005), and Centralised information
repository model (United States Department of
Justice, 2010). The elements compared and
analysed are the entities involved, the requirements
for mandatory functions, the actual functions
readily available in each of the repository’s models.

2.0 RELATED STUDIES
A virtual repository is normally built to store
research material collected by a certain webmaster.
The webmasters involved as agents who filter and
categorize information to be stored in a certain
virtual repository. (United States Department of
Justice, 2010; Paganelli, Pettenati, 2005).
Obviously there are many virtual library such as
those listed in the WWW Virtual Library (2010).
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The entities identified are administrators,
contributors, and users. In all cases, contributors are
also users. As for the functional requirements, our
Hermeneutic study enable us to identify the 15
functions
being implemented
in various
repositories. However not all of those functions are
widely used. There are only seven popular
functions that has been used by all repositories
available on-line. Table 1 lists down the functions
and mark those that are popular.

printing formats)
15. Record and count document access

Table 2: Entity, functions, and requirements for the
model.

1

Based on the finding, we decided to implement
only those seven popular funcions in our model.
Those function are operable by three entities
namely the webmaster (the administrator), the
owner (the contributors with full control on their
collection) and users (other than contributors, with
limited control on the collection). The users could,
at the same time, be the owner. These users have
full control on their own collection but limited
control on others. Table 2 shows the summary of
entities and functionality decided for ViRepo.

Function

administrator/w
ebmaster

•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 1:Functions and popular functions in virtual
repository
Functions
1. Create the collection (by creating a new
category for documents)
2. Manage the collection (add, update,
delete)
3. Create contributors’ records
4. Manage contributors’ information (add,
update, delete)
5. Manage bibliographic information (add,
update, delete)
6. Perform search
 Keyword search
 Natural language search
 Keyword and Boolean operator search
 Advanced search
 Field-based search
 Search within a search result
7. Manage search results
 Sort according to documents’ suitability
 Sort a certain field
 Filter or categorize documents
according to category
 Fix the size/number of the display
screen
8. Build a full display and display the same
document from different contributors
9. Build a summary display
10. Download documents by providing links
to the on-line documents
11. Generate documents in pdf format
12. Give scores and comments towards a
document
13. Login and logout system
14. Make printouts (some provides special

Entity

2

Popular

☺

owner
(lecturers who
put up material
for his/her own
collection)

•
•
•
•
•
•

☺
3

☺

User
(lecturers who
are not owner)

•
•
•
•
•
•

create contributors’
records
add contributors’
records (when
necessary)
Delete contributors’
records (when
necessary)
Other editing (on
demand or when
necessary)
Manage contributors’
record (on demand or
when necessary)
Maintain the repository
+ all user function
Add collection
Delete collection
Edit collection
Search collection,
owner
Change password
Manage own library +
all user function
Search collection,
owner
Print
Copy
Sort
Change password
Manage loan and share
material

Requirement
for function
access and
sharing
Login &
password

Login &
password

Login &
password

This repository is termed as faculty’s repository by
the webmaster/administrator, termed as personal
library by the owner of the collection, and termed
as virtual repository by the users who do not own
any material in the collection.

☺
☺
☺
☺

Figure 1 illustrates the context diagram showing
entities, functions, and requirements as listed in
Table 2. The diagram also shows the interaction
between ViRepo and those entities.

☺
Owners and users have login, password, and their
identification. Each item in the collection has its
owner, types, authors, title, ISBN/ISSN (for books
and journals), year published, and other notes that
can be edited and updated by the owner.

☺
☺

☺
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user interface to develop a complete repository
termed as ViRepo prototype.

Figure 1: The context diagram showing the relationship
between ViRepo with its three main entity

4.0 ViRepo DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Figure 2: The process for building the ViRepo prototype

Figure 2 shows the summarized process of building
ViRepo. The process, in general follows the rapid
prototyping method.

5.0 THE RESULTS
The result of the study is in the form of information
sharing model and ViRepo prototype. Figure 3
depicts the said active information sharing model
which we use as a basis for developing the FTM’s
virtual library prototype.

There are seven main activities carried out in
developing the ViRepo prototype. Firstly, selecting
functions to be implemented in ViRepo. We use
priority ratings to select the functions. Secondly,
developing the database using the rapid application
development (RAD) approach and guidance
Elmasri and Navathe (2003). Thirdly, developing
the database processing engine and the web-based
search engine to access information in the database.
Both engines forms the prototype’s engine. This
step is also carried out using RAD method.
Fourthly, designing the user interface to enable the
interaction between the engine and the
administrator, owners, and users. Firstly, collecting
data from the owners periodically using e-mail
push. Next, designing the repository and restructuring all collections in the repository. Finally,
integrating the database, prototype engine, and the
Owner

Administrator

Interface 1

Lecturer 1
Lecturer 2
:

In realising the model into the prototype, we begin
with designing the ViRepo architecture and
components. The components required are a server,
a database, a user interface, a web server and a
browser. The connection from the database to the
web server are established through active server
page (ASP) scripts, whereas the connection from
the user interface to the browser is accomplished
via hypertext transfer protocol (http). The
architecture and the related components of ViRepo
is presented in Figure 4.

Interface 2

User
Figure 3: The active sharing model for ViRepo.
Interface 3

View

View

Add

Query

Query
Analyse

Analyse

collection
@ViRepo

Sort

Edit

Copy
Paste

Delete
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Lecturer a
Lecture b
:

architecture, instilling typical features o fan
effective virtual library, collecting ínformation on
collection ítems from lecturers, building a
centralised database, desiggining and developing
the prototype’s engine, and crafting the user
interface. The resulting prototype is a web-based
on-line application equipts with engines to process
data from users, owners, and the administrator.

The implementation of ViRepo architecture and
component yields the desired prototype. Figure 5
depicts one of the ViRepo displays, viewed in a user
interface meant for owners.

Such a repository model benefits us in terms of
accessing, sharing, and managing information in
lecturers’ collection. Participating in ViRepo opens
up another opportunity for generating network
among lecturers, which in turns upsurge
collaboration dan teamwork.
In theory, the ViRepo is considered successful.
Nevertheless, its architecture needs further
investigations. We need to examine the ViRepo
performance when the size of the database exceeds
500,000 records. Such study is required in order to
determine the reliability of the prototype. The same
goes with the interaction design (IxD) of ViRepo.
Its IxD needs to be customized for the target user if
it is to be implemented in another faculty or another
university or schools, in order to accommodate the
prototype with the user profile in those places.

Figure 4: Components in the ViRepo architecture.

By modeling and implementing ViRepo, we believe
that it would be easy for the department to expand
this design into an institutional repository. The
repository would in turn, serve as one of the entity
under central research information system (CRIS).
The ability to categorise, sort, and group items
according to types, researchers, fields of research,
and team members would greatly assist other
researchers in their study.

Figure 5: One of the ViRepo displays (A user interface
for submenu CollectionÆ Manage).

This prototype is being tested by academic staff of
FTM for reliability and robustness. Subsequently
the usability testing will also be carried out.

6.0 CONCLUSION
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